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Medical education research community is maturing in theoretical sophistication and 31 methodological rigour. Theories arising from behaviourist, humanist, and social learning 32 communities [4] currently frame the process of medical education [5] . The community is 33 also stepping away from focusing on the techniques used for data collection and analysis 34
[6] to making explicit research methodology and related epistemological and ontological 35 perspectives [7, 8] . Medical education research has indeed moved from its traditionally 36 isolated, small-scale approach to embrace a more eclectic, theoretically robust and 37 collaborative endeavour to improve the quality of its research base [5] . Importantly, 38
conversations are turning towards interdisciplinary collaborations impacting on education 39 policy and practice, enabling reach and significance locally, nationally and internationally 40
[ Firstly, learning domains in this ecosystem is understood across a continuum of 111 perspective from cognitive psychology (focus on part of individual) to Neo-Vygotskian 112 theories (focus on practice in a society and culture). Secondly, a cross cutting perspective 113 as the initial step turns typical medical research organized by listing research projects at 114 its head by foregrounding research as along a continuum of collaborative research on one 115 end and monodisciplinary practices on the other end which can be equally productive 116
[27]. In this way, medical education researchers can focus on solving the problem rather 117 than be limited by an individual disciplinary basis that quickly becomes the limiting 118 factor of a research process. This instrument (Figure 1) 
